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A Interval Arithmetic Method

To illustrate how we generated a tight valid bound for each ReLU activation node, we used the
Interval Arithmetic method [1, 2]. Interval arithmetic is widely used in verification to find an upper
and a lower bounds over the relaxed ReLU activations given a bounded set of inputs. We used the
same approach to find the tight bounds over the ReLU nodes assuming the weights can only perturb
inside a bounded l∞ error with respect to the original weights. Assume we denote each input variable
of repair layer L as xL−1(i), the weight term that connect xL−1(i) to xL(j) as θLw(ij), and the bias
term of nodes xL(j) as θLb (j). Given the bounds for the variables θLw(ij) ∈

[
θLw(ij), θ̄Lw(ij)

]
and

θLb (ij) ∈
[
θLb (ij), θ̄Lb (ij)

]
, the interval arithmetic gives the valid upper and lower bounds for xL(j)

as

x̄L(j) =
∑
i

(
θ̄Lw(ij) max(0, xL−1(i)) + θLw(ij) min(0, xL−1(i))

)
+ θ̄Lb (ij), and

xL(j) =
∑
i

(
θLw(ij) max(0, xL−1(i)) + θ̄Lw(ij) min(0, xL−1(i))

)
+ θLb (ij),

respectively. The bounds over the ReLU nodes in the subsequent layers l = L+1, · · ·N are obtained
as

x̄l(j) =
∑
i

(
x̄l−1 max(0, θlw(ij)) + xl−1 min(0, θlw(ij))

)
+ θlb(ij),

xl(j) =
∑
i

(
xl−1 max(0, θlw(ij)) + x̄l−1 min(0, θlw(ij))

)
+ θlb(ij).
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B Soundness of NNRepLayer

Our technique only guarantees the satisfaction of constraints for the repaired samples. While we
empirically showed the generalizability of our technique, our method does not guarantee the sat-
isfaction of constraints for the unseen adversarial samples. To address this problem, we propose
Algorithm 1 that guarantees the satisfaction of constraints Ψ for the inputs x ∈ Xr. In this algo-
rithm, NNReplayer is employed with a sound verifier [3, 4] in the loop such that our method first
returns the repaired network πrθ . Then, the verifier evaluates the network. If the algorithm termi-
nates, the network is guaranteed to be safe for all other unseen samples in the target input space Xr.
Otherwise, the network is not satisfied to be safe and the verifier provides the newly found adversar-
ial samples Xr for which the guarantees do no hold. In turn, NNRepLayer uses the given samples
by the verifier to repair the network. This loop terminates when the verifier confirms the satisfaction
of constraints.

Algorithm 1 NNRepLayer in a loop with a sound verifier

Input: πoθ ,Xr,Ψ
Output: πrθ

1: πrθ ← πoθ
2: while Xr /∈ ∅ do
3: πrθ ← NNREPLAYER(πrθ ,Xr,Ψ)
4: Xr ← VERIFIER(πrθ)
5: end while

Theorem 1. Assume VERIFIER() is a sound verifier [3, 4]. If the Algorithm 1 terminates, the
predicate Ψ is satisfied by the repaired network πrθ .

Proof. Given the sound verifier VERIFIER(), if the algorithm terminates, Xr is empty which means
VERIFIER() did not find other samples that violate Ψ. Therefore, the predicate Ψ is guaranteed to
be satisfied by πrθ .
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C Comparing NNRepLayer with the Other Repair Techniques

We run the repair codes from REASSURE [5] and PRDNN [6] on our problem. To ensure the
accuracy of formulated repair using the technique presented in [5], we contacted the authors. Run-
ning our control tasks on the code provided in [6] returns error. We realized the error is due to
the applicability of [6] only for the networks with one and two dimensional inputs (as the authors
also mentioned in the paper [6]). As shown in Fig. 4 (of the paper), REASSURE [5] accurately
satisfies the bounding constraint. However, it introduces controls with large magnitudes in the re-
paired regions. Fig. 6 (of the paper) shows that REASSURE [5] fails to satisfy the input-output
constraints while our method satisfies these constraints. Overall, the repair methods [5, 6] are either
infeasible to be applied to the network sizes we used, or perform poorly and cannot accommodate
the complicated constraints that we address.

Table 1 shows the detailed comparison between our technique and the other repair methods in the
literature. Table 1 and our empirical evaluations illustrate that our method is the only repair method
in the literature that can impose complicated hard constraints to the network.

Table 1: Comparing our technique with the other methods in the literature

Train SAT Guarantee Generalization Side Effect Complicated Hard Constraints Hidden Layer Repair
Fine-tune and Retrain

[7, 8, 9]
No No Yes No Yes

Arch. Extension [5, 6] Yes No Yes No — (functional space)
Goldberg et al. [10] Yes No Yes No No

Our method Yes No Yes Yes Yes
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D Testing Repair on Larger Networks

To demonstrate the scalability of our method, we conducted a repair experiment on a network with
256 neurons in each hidden layer. We used 1000 samples for repair and 2000 samples for testing.
We formulate this problem in MIQP and run the program on a Gurobi [11] solver. We terminated
the solver after 10 hours and report the best found feasible solution. Figure 1 and Table 2 show
the control signal, and the statistical results of this experiment, respectively. As demonstrated, our
technique repaired a network with up to 256 nodes with 100% repair efficacy in 10 hours.

Table 2: Experimental results for repairing a network with 256 nodes in each hidden layer for the
input-output constraint repair, maximum ankle angle rate of 2 [rad/s]. The table reports the size
of network, the number of samples, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between the repaired and the
original outputs, the percentage of adversarial samples that are repaired (Repair Efficacy), and the
runtime.

Network Size Number of Samples MAE Repair Efficacy [%] Runtime [h]

Input-output Constraint 256 1000 0.62 100 10

Figure 1: Input-output constraints for networks with 32 (red) and 256 (black) nodes in each hidden
layer: Ankle angles and Ankle angle rates for bounds ∆αa = 2.
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E Repairing a Single Layer Partially

In this section, we provide examples for the computational speedups and heuristics that lead to faster
neural network repair by repairing randomly selected nodes of a single hidden layer in a network
with 64 hidden nodes for 35 times. We let the solver run for 30 minutes in each experiment (versus
the full repair that is solved in 6 hours).

Fig. 2 demonstrates the mean absolute error (MAE), the total number of repaired weights, repair
efficacy, and the original MIQP cost. To impose sparsity to the weight changes of the repair layer,
we solved the original full repair by adding the l1 norm-bounded error of repaired weights with
respect to their original values to the MIQP cost function. The bold bars in Fig. 2 demonstrate the
results of repairing the 10 randomly-selected sparse nodes. Repairing of the obtained sparse nodes
reached a cost value very close to the cost value of the originally full repair problem (42.99 versus
40.29), in only 30 minutes versus 6 hours. As illustrated, repair of some random nodes also results
in infeasibility (blank bars) that shows these nodes cannot repair the network. In our future work,
we aim to explore the techniques such as neural network pruning [12, 13], to select and repair just
the layers and nodes that can satisfy the constraints instead of repairing a full layer. Our results in
this experiment show that repairing partial nodes can significantly decrease the computational time
of our technique.

Figure 2: Partial repair versus full repair: we repaired 10 randomly selected nodes for 30 minutes in
a network with 64nodes in each hidden layer (a) mean absolute error (MAE), (b) the total number
of repaired weights, (c) repair efficacy, and (d) MIQP cost. We performed this random selections for
35 times.
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